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Good Trouble



Distill Social has drawn up a quick "Guide
to Good Trouble." Anyone interested in
standing up for public education can use
this to fight back against the extremist
views that have been infiltrating our

school districts.
 

 Now is
the time to

take
action!

 
This past election cycle in Michigan, we
made big gains, flipping the legislature,

holding Gov, AG and SOS and electing two
wonderful state school board members, but

our local school board elections did not
fare as well. Over 40% of candidates who
were deemed extreme and connected to

right wing groups won their races. Because
of these wins the far right as become
emboldened and they are activated now

more than ever. 
 
 



Run extremist candidates to
fill school boards, library
boards and local elected
positions
Ban books and control  access
to information
Vilify: LGBTQ+ community and
public school teachers
Spread White Christian
Nationalism propaganda
Message about "parental
rights"
Litigate and cultivate
precedent setting cases
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Our Opposition's Plan



It's been all over the news locally here in
Michigan and nationwide.. Talk about
"parental rights", CRT, banning books,
removing social emotional learning and DEI
lessons. Now "they" have added rogue sex ed,
and porn in school and classroom libraries.   
We have seen our local school board
meetings go viral on social media for all the
wrong reasons. Parents threatening other
parents, suing school districts, GSI opt out
forms ... how did we get here?  

Our local public schools have become
politicized, and our children and educators are
paying the price for these partisan antics. 

This lady read
from Penthouse
Magazine at

the Milan School
Board meeting!



 
It sounds simple. It sounds like common sense.
Right? Wrong. The phrase “parental rights”
is being pushed by right wing politicians as a
catch all to push their beliefs into every
aspect of curriculum and public education.
Not only do they want to mandate
“patriotic curriculum”, ban books, and
control what can or cannot be taught, they
also use the term as a catchall to
encourage fear about a variety of topics
such as Social Emotional Learning (SEL),
Diversity Equity & Inclusion (DEI) and so
much more. Don’t fall for it. You have
always had parental rights and no one has
passed any legislation or policy to restrict
those rights.

"Parental Rights”- a new buzz word.

What do
they mean by

Parental
Rights?

It's a dog whistle.



First let's examine what is happening here in
Michigan regarding public schools.

 
A  new program called Great Schools

Initiative or GSI was recently launched.! 
 

What is GSI?

GSI is a  recently formed "parental rights"
group in Michigan. They are trying to arm
conservative parents with a new sexual

education opt-out form that focuses heavily
on cutting out any conversation about

gender identity & sexual orientation in schools. 
Their end game is a "Don't Say Gay" style

law similar to what we see in Florida. Tudor
Dixon said she would enact one, she failed

but the movement continues on.
Something to note: Michigan already has sex

ed opt out forms. The GSI form is an
overreach, including banning LGBTQ clubs,

pride flags, asking students what their
pronouns are and more.

https://michiganadvance.com/2022/09/19/sex-ed-debates-start-gaining-traction-as-state-wrestles-with-reproductive-health-access/


What is their plan?

Right now 90% of Michigan students
attend public schools. The MI GOP is
attempting to drain resources from
public schools, making some untenable.
Destruction of public education means

the rise of private, for-profit education–
a double win for the right. It’s a new

way to profit while gaining full control of
what is being taught. 

 

Their plan is to overwhelm school districts by
having hundreds of opt out forms turned in

but they only need one to wreak havoc.
Opportunites for lawsuits will be examined and

suits will be filed in an attempt to procure
precedent setting cases. They want to change
the laws in Michigan.They are looking for a

Michigan version of                     "Don't Say Gay."



It's time for us to get organized,
here are 5 simple things you can do.

STEP 1:  
GET ONLINE  

Find and join local Facebook groups, not
just groups for like-minded people, and
dispell disinformation when you see it. 
When you see the opposition trying to

recruit, leave a comment!
Share articles on your own pages to help

get the truth out!

Bonus: Start a group
text, Facebook page
with local friends or
Google docs to share
information, ideas and

to plan.



STEP 2:
Attendance is necessary!

Acknowledgement of
how hard this is....
PANDEMIC &
ELECTION FATIGUE
IS REAL. 

 We are ALL
exhausted from the
last two + years.
Raising children during
"unprecedented times"
isn't easy. We know. 

Start showing up to local school board
meetings! Just being there is a show of
support. If you are not able to, send an

email to the school board or
superintendent. A lot of the time folks
who are happy with the district don't

speak up in support.
 



It's important to reach
out to our friends and
family in education.  Ask
them how they are and

how the feel about having
education politicized.  Ask
them what would help in

their district.

TEACHERS

STEP 3



Read local news sources.
This can include updates
from local grassroots

groups like ours to local
papers and even blogs. You
can identify the best news
sources and share them

with others.

Stay Informed

STEP 4



5. RESEARCH and
REACHING OUT

IS KEY 
DO:

DON'T:

Keep informed of who is going to your school
board meetings and what they are saying.

Join some Facebook groups of the opposition, but
not to argue, just to listen and stay informed. 
Stay on top of current events. Many of the
groups we see here in Michigan, like Moms for

Liberty (who formed in FL) take their cues from
national right wing groups.

 

Don't unfriend the local moms on Facebook. We
know how mad their regurgitation of certain
right-wing talking points makes us feel, but it’s

important to know what everyone is thinking and
saying in their own communities



The Message

It is very important to have a well formed
unified message. It will encourage our base to
take action. Your message is also what you
will present to community members, local

politicians and even press. It is important to
have your shared values well identified and

ready to express clearly.
 

In your research, once you have identified the
right-wing talking points, now you will write
counter messaging that disarms them, while

stressing shared values.



Remember, the majority of people are with us.  
Always mention the values and desires we all
share.  No one wants porn in schools!

Stay away from
pointless debates

Tips for the Message
Call for UNITY, it's not liberals VS magas or one

group of parents against another.

Keep the message
concise and  easily

repeatable

DO

Some politicians and their wealthy allies 
are trying to create divisions and 
arguments between us..

 



The Message

  The books these folks are speaking of are not
required reading. What we do see is a segment
of folks who do not want different lifestyles

represented to their children.
Parents have always had the right to tell schools
not to check out certain books to their children.

These books were rarely checked out until
recently when parents brought attention to

them.

For example: If you hear this:

Write a direct response for all the right
wing talking points you learned about when

you were researching.

Absolutely, there is no porn in schools and no one
wants porn in schools..

Try saying this:.

 We do not want porn in our school library.



Start Spreading the News
There are a few ways to spread your message

around..  

SOCIAL MEDIA - A good social media campaign is
a must.  
Form a facebook group or set up an Instagram
account and get your message out. Good graphics will
be necessary. these platforms are visual. Always
include a picture when you post. Is everyone meeting
at the school board meeting? Take photos of your
group attending and post them. FOMO is real. This
will inspire others to join you. 

LIVESTREAM BOARD MEETINGS 
People will tune in to watch, and

they will look at your content! Do
a Facebook Live and just chat

with other stakeholders. Let
people feel connected to you!

GET AMPLIFIERS
Form a squad ready to share
your posts to other pages on

facebook.This will increase your
reach and help find new like-

minded members.

TELL PERSONAL STORIES.
This sparks conversation.



EMAIL CAMPAIGNS - Send emails to local school
board members or elected officials to get your message
out. Write up templates and provide email addresses to

make it easier for your members. 

TWITTER - Twitter has a different purpose than
Facebook or Instagram. Twitter will allow politicians,

journalists, local influential business people, etc. to hear
your voice. Believe it or not, a good Twitter account
used daily will be noticed by those with influence. Be

sure to engage with those accounts that are important
to your cause.

Start Spreading the News



LMKL was the Republican attempt to 
DEFUND PUBLIC EDUCATION by

diverting public funds into private FOR
PROFIT schools. Backed by dark money.

The organizers of this petition have
withdrawn it. The signatures were never
verified on this petition, their plan had

been to send it to the legislature,
bypassing voters, never considering Dems

would take control.
We do not believe this will be their last
attempt at a voucher program so stay

alert!
 
 

What is the Let MI Kids Learn
DeVos backed petition status?

https://www.bridgemi.com/michigan-government/betsy-devos-backs-michigan-petitions-voucher-school-choice-program


Sources

Michigan Parent Alliance for Safe Schools
https://www.mipass.org/

We attended a GSI training session. More info
can be found here:

https://www.greatschoolsinitiative.org/

https://popular.info/p/inside-the-audacious-new-scheme-to


